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President’s Message
Margo Merriﬁeld
We are starting to see some “spring-like” days, which almost makes me want to garden. Although, I
know as soon as those young plants get into the ground, another cold spell will be upon us.
Thinking about future events for NCAA in these uncertain “covid” days is remarkably similar. We
would love to plan for events, such as the Christmas Market, but not knowing what type of social
distancing will be required makes us hesitant to do so. Most of the board members would prefer to
take caution in our planning right now. Hopefully, in a few months, the situation will change.
We do have at least one outdoor event to mention (check it out below). Also, our virtual galleries
have been a big hit for many of our artists. The NCAA board is excited that many of you have
renewed your memberships and are supporting our scholarship goals by taking part in our virtual
galleries.
Getting back to our normal operations may take a while yet. However, we will continue to have our
zoom member meetings ( March 18th, April 15th, May 20th , and so on). As soon as we can feel
comfortable meeting in person you will be notiﬁed.
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Newnan Coweta Magazine Covers NCAA
Member’s and Other’s Art.
Check out the March/April edition of Newnan Coweta Magazine, which features a cover
story on metalsmith and NCAA member Michael Sebacher, as well as an article on Brian
Colin’s online art and an interesting letter from the editor titled “Art to Forget, Tech to
Transform.” You can read it at www.newnancowetamagazine.com.

Sharpsburg Historical Art Project Opportunity
Sharpsburg will be celebrating its 150th anniversary in December 2021. The Mayor has
contacted us to see if any of our members would like to come sift through some great
objects recently unearthed in the town. This is a great opportunity to use found objects in
sculpture, collage, or other art forms. Please contact Margo Merriﬁeld at
margoj.merriﬁeld@gmail.com if you are interested.

Virtual Art Gallery Going Strong!
Please visit our February Virtual Art Gallery at
https://publish.exhibbit.com/gallery/305834975/marble-gallery-42698/ and remember to
check back each month for a new Gallery. Don’t forget this is a great opportunity for
members to support our scholarship efforts and get their works out to the public during
this unusual time of limited in-person shows. Please contact Beth Snipes at
bsnipesatl@gmail.com for submission information.
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